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University students disappointed by rally

Collegians at W. Chester refused access to presidential candidate's speech

However, nearly 3,000 WCU students were turned away at the door after waiting over five hours to see the Governor speak.

"I honestly think it's unfair," a female WCU sophomore claimed. "We pay to attend this University and for us to be turned away is, I'm sorry?" These sentiments were shared by many. The doors were locked by 5 p.m., with the auditorium being at capacity.

Local newspapers, news and radio stations, and the University publicized the event as free, ticket-less, and open to the public. When the students and the majority of those in attendance arrived, they realized that this was not the case. During the deadline hours, the Chester County Republican Committee gave away 3,000 tickets for an event that was to be held in a building with a capacity of 3,000.

These tickets were sent by mail to Chester County partisan supporters and donors. Local high schools and grade schools were also sent a number of tickets.

Ticket holders were given priority at the entrance while those without tickets waited in a line that extended around an entire block. Many of those without tickets had waited hours beforehand, only to be turned away. "I've been here waiting in line since 8:30 this morning and I never got in because they said we didn't ticket," a WCU freshman said. "But they were only letting people with tickets in." Many complained that Bush's rally was a post-debate pseudo-event, staged in the heart of Chester County, which is predominantly Republican, to show the media that he had a number of strong and enthusiastic supporters.

Although wise of the Governor and his committee to gather a large number of long-time supporters the day after the debate, they missed out on a key opportunity to win new and undecided voters. "Every one of us is a big Republican from around the area. Why even bother coming to a college if the only students involved are in the marching band?" a WCU freshman asked.

"By coming here, Bush could gain 4,000 new votes," an African-American student added. "Instead they let high school and prescholastic in while we, the voting students, wait outside. What does that say to me?"

Bush may have maintained his reputation among long-time advocates, but he failed to win the respect and votes of a majority of WCU's students.

When asked if they preferred Gore or Bush, most of the students replied, "I don't know. I'll probably just vote for Gore."

Ruhe's 'Athens' with Ursinus faces is a work of art

Renowned artist Barnaby Ruhe completed his rendition of Raphael's famous painting "School of Athens" this past Saturday, Oct. 7, before a large crowd of excited onlookers.

Throughout the weekend, students had witnessed and participated in the transformation of the painting from Raphael's original again and again by various Ursinus students and faculty members. The painting appealed to many curious spectators during the week as it stood in the middle of Ursinus Plaza, although a few students admitted that Ruhe's dog was the real reason they were attracted to the site.

As the completion of Ruhe's local masterpiece drew near, one could hear mur­ murs of passersby as they recognized the face depicted in the colorful painting.

Students were surprised to see their peers and professors painted into the artwork, while others found themselves inspired to do the same in their own personal memories of the painting.

On one student, junior Tami Smerlick, recalls her participation in painting as a fin, enlightening experience.

"I think it was a really neat experience," she said. "[Ruhe] made everybody feel as if each person was creating the most important part of the painting, no matter if you were just putting on a few paint strokes or watching for hours it was really stuff that didn't happen to us, we had to do it ourselves." Students were involved in helping Raphael complete his modern day Athens in time for the Saturday deadline. Students also helped themselves strengthen their personal relationships by working alongside peers with whom they would not have normally associated.

Smerlick explained the encouragement the art work could give to students and faculty members.

"I ended up working with some kids I hadn't talked to before, and we ended up talking for hours." she said. "Ruhe's finishing interpretation of Raphael's 'School of Athens' will remain on display outside of Wason for a white to give students and faculty an opportunity to appreciate the beautiful production of the art and students' combined efforts."
Catholic hospitals under fire 'contraceptive' fire

Nader turned away at door of Pres. debate

Justin Pope
Daily Athenaeum, WVU

(U-WIRE) BOSTON - Ralph Nader, shamed by the presidential debate commotion and his treatment by the debate, was but turned away at the door.

"It's already been decided that whether or not we will admit you is not welcome in the debate," John Bieker, a representative of the debate commission, told Nader. The commission had excluded all but Democratic and Republican candidates.

"I don't expect they would be so crude and so stupid," Nader said after being turned away. "This is just the kind of cretinism that has turned away so many voters from the election process."

Nader, who took the subway to the debate site, had received the ticket as a part of Tulane's 23rd Annual Northeastern University student who said he got it from a roommate.

When he arrived at the site of the debate at the University of Massachusetts-Boston, Beavers, surrounded by several police officers, told Nader that he could not enter because he was not an invited guest.

Nader was among a trio of third-party candidates who did their best Tuesday to keep the Republican and Democratic nominees from stealing the show.

Hours before the debate, a judge threw the assassin's cavefiled earlier in the day by Massachusetts Libertarians to try to force organizers to include their candidate, Harry Brown.

"The plaintiffs have slept on their rights by waiting until the last minute to seek relief," Suffolk Superior Court Judge Gordon DuFrene said. He said intervening in the debates would depop the law of information it wants about the candidates.

The lawsuit claimed Brownes should be included in the debate. The law, which officially recognizes the party, spent $900,000 to participate.

Nader also criticized the commission's decision to limit the debate to candidates who have secured support in national polls.

"I feel like we made the Final Four of the NCAA and we're not even let in at the gymnasium," Buchanan said. "They won't even let us on the gym floor to see what we can do."

Shunned

Date.

... and all but Democratic and Republican candidates...

Oval in the Bluegrass state didn't change the tune of several local organizations.

Kevin Tidd, a someone who watched the debate Thursday evening, told the Daily Pennsylvanian that even though he won't be enough to get him to vote for him, he had a newfound respect for John Edwards.

"I realized the vice president should have a vote. He was the only one who appeared to be well-spoken," Tidd said.

Several local organizations discussed treatment with these patients, who are permitted to use high doses of the pill to..."
Gripping the food at Wimper and Zack's have been flying high all semester, but for finally students have a place to voice their opinions and concerns and see what's next.

The Dining Hall Committee met for the first time on Tuesday, Oct. 3, to discuss how to make improvements. The group is composed of concerned students along with Trina Pesta, Director of Resident Life, and Steve Staker, Director of Operations at Wismer and Graduate Student in History.

Pesta handed out copies of a survey to students who were present. The surveys were to be completed during the meeting. Each week, the group is designed to allow students to have input into what they can eat everyday. The topics from the quality of the salads dressing to the cleanliness of the dishes was discussed and issues concerning bat­

The group met for the first time last Sunday afternoon, the meeting was held in the President's Hall. The group consisted of eight students and they were invited to voice their opinions and concerns about the food at Wimper. The group was to be led by Trina Pesta, Director of Resident Life, and Steve Staker, Director of Operations at Wismer.

The meeting was held in the President's Hall and was attended by 15 students. The purpose of the meeting was to gather student feedback on the food services at the campus. The group consisted of eight students and they were invited to voice their opinions and concerns about the food at Wimper. The group was to be led by Trina Pesta, Director of Resident Life, and Steve Staker, Director of Operations at Wismer.
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AOL 'instant' standards sweeps country

Matt Murray & Alex Coy
(Back, North Service, M)

(U-WIRE) NEW YORK — The New York City Medical Examiner is investigating how a fetus was found last week in the Brom sugar Street residence hall dead, a spokesman said.

The mother of the fetus told New York University officials on Wednesday that she had miscarried in her room nearly three weeks earlier.

“Our case is pending further study,” said Dr. John C. E. Beckman in a statement.

The medical examiner hopes to determine whether the fetus was alive at the time of birth.

Test results should be released later this week.

No charges have been brought against the mother, though the police say the investigation is still ongoing.

Since Wednesday, security at Brom sugar Street has been stepped up to prevent any further incidents.

The University has declined to comment on the ongoing investigation and any future plans for dealing with the matter.

Got Grizzly?

 Quit playing the blues. 
Pick up the only paper that’s black, White, Red and Gold all over.

+ The Grizzly

"It's best to read it every week."
Best Buddies: Offering friendship, making a difference

Kate Lambert

Grizzly Staff Writer

Most people on this campus will look at you like you have three heads when they ask you where you’re going and feel that “to a Best Buddies meeting…”

Unfortunately, few people are familiar with the program on this campus. Well, at least, not yet. Best Buddies is a non-profit organization founded in 1989 by Anthony Shriver.

Shriver realized that there was a lack of opportunity for mentally retarded people to have friendly relationships and socialization with non-disabled people.

That is exactly what Best Buddies is all about—closing the gap and introducing people who do not have mental retardation to those who do.

The Best Buddies program on this campus pairs up Ursinus students with a mildly or moderately mentally retarded adult that lives in a surrounding area who shares common interests, goals, and hobbies.

The pair keeps in touch throughout the semester and year through phone calls, letters, and other forms of communication.

Over a twelve-month period, the individual student must agree with his buddy to do something fun together—shopping, going out to eat, a trip to the movies, and other activities.

Also, about once a month, the whole Ursinus Best Buddies organization goes on a group outing to somewhere exciting off campus.

Last year the Best Buddies participants got to experience an array of activities, some of them including a Christmas-time trip to see The Nutcracker, bowling trips, watching a Phillies’ game, marching in the Collegiate Main Street Halloween Parade.

Members also attended the Buddy Bell in Philadelphia where Best Buddies organizations from a hundred or more colleges and high schools get to know members from other organizations, and can, eat, and dance the night away.

This year, through the leadership and organization of president Michelle Jainchil and the other officers, the 21 college buddies, 21 mentally disabled buddies, and 22 associate college buddies are in for a year of good times and great trips.

Planned already for this semester is a group outing to see the Philadelphia Phantoms play on Oct. 29, an afternoon outing to the park on Nov. 11, and a Holiday Party on Dec. 3 to celebrate with the buddies one last time before the fall semester ends.

Jefferson explained what might be ahead for a group outing next semester: “A lot of people expressed interest in a possible trip to the zoo, so we’re going to plan that for this spring when the weather gets back to being a little warmer,” she said.

Jefferson is full of enthusiasm and excitement about the upcoming events for Best Buddies.

“I did so much planning over the summer, and I think it’s really going to work out well.

“We’re going to have a good time.”

While academics is the sole purpose of college life, many freshman have had this same feeling.

“I have only been home once so far,” said Katie Lambert, a freshman in the DeW lacrosse team.

“I haven’t gone home yet,” she explained. “I don’t have any desire to at this point, but, I think that I need to adjust to the heavy workload. At Ursinus I’m used to spending the weekends at home and to watch the V-shaped flocks pass high overhead and listen to their mournful honks.

All that changed starting in 1936, when wildlife managers released a flock of 30 subspecies of Canada Geese, at Perkiomen River at Green Lane Reserve.

Because of their tendency to over-fermentation, the geese learned to eat grain as well as wild

A flock of Canada Geese is seen on the campus of Ursinus College.

The Giant Canada Geese are year-round residents along the Schuylkill River in Fairmount Park. The geese are now on your own “little” own reserve.

Red-tail Hawk, one of the favorite haunts (read: nests) of the Giant Canada Geese originally bred from Kentucky to North Dakota, but they had almost become extinct.

One local golf course employs a Border collie to scent the geese off. Up the Perkiomen River at Green Lane Reserve, wildlife managers have resorted to painting the eggs as means of birth control.

You can still look up and see wild geese migrating south. The low-flying geese are probably one locale. But the high-flying ones at the North Pole are wild Canada Geese flying over from the North Pole.

The Grizzly has undergone quite a transformation for our second year. It is an honor for me to work with dedicated staff who have given their time and effort to our paper.

Radically new, everything beginning with a sleeker headline format or our special pullout sections, we are attempting to give students, faculty, staff, and parents a picture of what has happened in the past six weeks and what is happening in the future. That feeling that an editor leaves with the reader is the key to our success.

We know that the print edition is not the only way to expand the Grizzly. It is a testament to the growth in quality and quantity of our articles, features, columns, reviews, pictures, graphics, and stats. An assessment of our current enterprise led us to right to the fact, and the belief that enlarging was the only way to keep up.

The 16-page publication you see before you, equivalent to 32 pages of old Grizzly size, was no small feat and included the unique talents and efforts of a dedicated few individuals, a planning process spanning six weeks and the hard work of our editor, Franklin and Meredith Printing.

Another exciting development is our move from a local paper to a student-edited, student-run, student-funded style college press service, which will go a long way in helping us inform you better matters out of our normal coverage area (i.e. Collegetville).

In helping you write about abortion, we have an array of multi-talented, genuinely wonderful students on staff. From our amazing dedicated news editors, to our spirited and fully-informed, but clearly not pro-choice, student sports editor, who doesn't exactly play ball, to our copywriters who have been a welcome staff addition and not forgetting our photographic team, the hands behind the camera who has captured many of the attractive photos you have admired all season.

Our goal as a staff each and every week is to bring you something that will make you smile and/or think about the world. This is the only way to keep it current and not just another paper.

Abortion pill provides pause for debate

The Food and Drug Administration's decision to allow RU-486 to be prescribed in the U.S. as a means to prevent pregnancy gives us a chance to stop and think about this whole debate as to when life begins and when is the last possible time to end a pregnancy.

Those who find it hard to believe the drug purpose have a fairly reasonable argument in favor of the drug: that this is not the killing of a child, just a tiny mass of potential human potential. I certainly can see why they would do this, and I certainly would argue that when you compare a new physiological development, fear, and terror in her eyes as she fusion, to a child while the nurse was in the test, you will find those who believe that a child may be different in the several hours it may take for a child to pass from inside the mother to the outside.

New people may say that an abortion is not necessary in the second trimester. The procedure is not allowed in the third trimester, and thus not allowed.

Still, though, if we look at the whole picture, it may not change your belief (which is not my purpose), but you may no longer see the pro-life view on this issue as being ignorant or irrelevant to those who do not want to be pregnant, and the that of those who are not the nonverbal pres- sure of violent protesters that some may want to manipulate you in believing.

Abortion is absolutely necessary because of the mixture of birth defects, fetal abnormalities, Down syndrome, and other conditions that make the human go through an emotional debate: When does a human being, created at conception and lacking in development, become human? We know that the fact that embryos that we realize that only before the world.

It is impossible that this is different at any stage from the time of conception not because they say one way or another, but because we see that this is not up to us, and is to be allowed as a human, for we cannot make an argument that is not a ratsus.

This leads me to RU-486. As I said, the drug does not allow the embryo to be aborted until the child is ready at conception and is to be treated as a human, for we cannot make an argument that is not a ratsus.

We can certainly see, we are, but we simply do not always look at it as it is all based upon: life.
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Though more in depth political thought and someone because three more are among my thoughts, has not given an accumulation of momentum to have a semblance new program that represents neither candidate trying too far off Bush the Boston debate was more about the moment in general polls. but had that. A I Gore was a good representative for his people— a true Statesman

I am disappointed in how mediocre politics can be. I am in the Boston debate dominated by questions with such a tight predilection the debates Bush finally said

The debate was more about the mid-west. despite many people one argument, but on the other hand, failed to hurt them either. Here are some statistics of a somewhat larger group of voters, Id like to attack Gore and the project any type of personality or plat form. Rather than advocating the best of what you will about Presidencys moral character, no one can base an argument in Favor of our last August that

The hardest working people are the lower! They are the ones who earned is a broad overgeneralization. They encourage those who work hard and those who work hard. They are the ones who earned and will continue to work hard. Those who work hard and those who work hard have already retired. Over time, there is less public confidence in the government's ability to manage its affairs. With such a tight predilection the debates Bush finally said

For every $1 dollar you put into Social Security, they earned better than you took out. It's the better than you took out. It's the

I was so stunned to hear that the air trip was absolutely normal kid has horrific pre-imagery. While I was away. I

This is the true reality. It was only after I landed back in the city I thought I would never leave was real. That my brother gave me the news I was so stunned to hear I dropped my luggage on the escalator and completely rethought my newfound airfare

I have not made the effort to keep the doors open. I have not made the effort to keep the doors open. I have not made the effort to keep the doors open.

And as much as I would like to learn about the world, I would never leave was real. That my brother gave me the news I was so stunned to hear I dropped my luggage on the escalator and completely rethought my newfound airfare while I was away. I

It's the true reality. It was only after I landed back in the city I thought I would never leave was real. That my brother gave me the news I was so stunned to hear I dropped my luggage on the escalator and completely rethought my newfound airfare while I was away. I

...
Battle of the Bands' rocks in Reimert

In Search Of' finds groove, claims prize as top act

The lead singer was an energetic and talented female who appealed to the audience, with a style that had yet to be heard that evening. Whether performing this year's competition or simply taking in the variety of music, this year's Battle of the Bands had all the elements of a good party: music, dancing, friends and fun.

Carter possibly the worst movie ever made

The lead singer was an energetic and talented female who appealed to the audience, with a style that had yet to be heard that evening. Whether performing this year's competition or simply taking in the variety of music, this year's Battle of the Bands had all the elements of a good party: music, dancing, friends and fun.

This Week in Entertainment

Films debuting in Theatres

Friday, October 13, 2000

The Contender
Dr. T and the Women
The Ladies' Man
Lost Souls

Films released to Video and DVD

Tuesday, October 10, 2000

Love & Basketball
Pitch Black
Rules of Engagement
Shanghai Noon

Music releases

Tuesday, October 10, 2000

Collective Soul, Blender
Grateful Dead, Ladies & Gentlemen
Ja Rule, Rule 3:36
Orgo, Vapor Transmission
Steele Dan, Gaucho

Church on Film: Get Carter

Get Carter
de B 16.6.5. Editor

Get Carter

Stallone crying is ridiculous in itself. Second, when Carter says to Denver, "you're a special gift," and "your mom loves you very much," after crying, I was suddenly leaving the theatre. How did Carter come to this realization? All the characters did was sit motionless in a diner.

Possibly the most ineffective part of the movie was the screenplay, (the direction is fairly good)....The screenplay and the direction are the only elements that make this film worth watching. After the first two hours of bad acting, hackneyed dialogue, and awful sympathy, I started to think about certain ramifications of this film. It is certainly the contemporary hero, a mindless oaf who slaughters people? In an age where pointless murders go unnoticed by a sensitized society, Get Carter made me sick to my blood of real contribution to this growing chaos.

If I were to get a real movie, I'd choose the one that has Stallone's picture on it. He's the absolute best of Carter and Denver's relationship almost reduced to tears. First of all, Stallone

This was definitely the place to be. There was a certain feeling of "Oktoberfest" in bold, black letters. Everywhere I looked I saw people, acting: ouch. He

It was finally Friday night and I was pulled.

It was time for the Battle of the Bands competition, sponsored by the USGA, get underway in Reimert courtyard. Everybody I looked I saw people, sporting red cups with "Oktoberfest" in bold, black letters. There was a certain feeling of antiquity in the air as the crew got equipped on the platform ready, mics were cocked, and wires were connected.

This was definitely the place to be. Usmaa students could go there and get things done.
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Collective Soul, Blender
Grateful Dead, Ladies & Gentlemen
Ja Rule, Rule 3:36
Orgo, Vapor Transmission
Steele Dan, Gaucho

This was definitely the place to be. There was a certain feeling of "Oktoberfest" in bold, black letters. Everywhere I looked I saw people, holding cups and thoroughly enjoying themselves.

The next band consisted of an inter- 

The rest of the audience was...
In case you haven't noticed, election time is quickly approaching. If you're like me, deciding who to vote for is harder than you thought.

With the debates from last week not being too much help, maybe it's time to take matters into your own hands. I don't mean protesting or trying to get a candidate to change where he stands on issues — that would take some time.

I'm talking about reading the newspaper and exploring other resources to help determine which issues are important to you and where the candidates stand in relation.

The website www.speakout.com takes different approaches than you would think. It's basically a non-partisan website that takes the issues and helps you decide how you views fall in comparison to the candidates.

First, there's a multiple choice section pertaining to the major platforms that are being discussed and debated. Here you are asked at center where you stand on the issues.

After that — this part takes about five minutes — you hit "select candidate" and within seconds, a percentage is given to how compatible you are with the nine candidates listed for president.

After that, you can select the ones you're interested in comparing the results of.

I chose Buchanan, Bush, Gore, and Nader.

Harpoon Louie's a world away from Wismer

The two dishes are enticing and make a good combination with a salad before.

The "Captain's" favorite (signified by a little anchor next to the listing on the menu) are the Chicken Cordon Bleu, the Shrimp Bisque, the Crabcakes Steubers, and the Cotten pie.

If you have room for dessert after din­ner, the Creme Brule is a delightful choice.

I recently visited Harpoon Louie's and said, "You can't go away hungry."
I Orh
more info

ber could portray dozens of cultural icons. Writer for SNL, the dedication has finally paid off for Tim Meadows. Meadows has landed the opportunity to portray his favorite afro-sporting character, Leon Phelps, in "The Ladies Man."

But Meadows doesn’t plan on stopping after the movie, and doesn’t see himself as just another SNL member moving on to other things. Perhaps it is the same reason that he left SNL, after the last few seasons, to start his own career. The past few years have been famous all this time. I feel [SNL] is another job, just like The Michael Richards Show, the other job. There’s been a lot of people that I’ve worked with at SNL, but I’m on to movies and careers and even more seriously now, Meadows said.

"So when you put it into perspective, I’m very happy with where I am now."

In the past few years, former cast members of SNL have dominated the silver screen as well as television with new and inventive comedies. Mike Myers and Adam Sandler earned upwards of $20 million for each movie they make, and David Spade has been bringing in quite a bit of luck for his role in NBC’s "Just Shoot Me."

Some working with more than 30 cast members since 1992, Meadows has seen many of his former castmates make incredible things for themselves, and others quietly get in the unremarkable line. "I don’t care what other people believe because it was a concept that I would pay someone else to do it," Meadows said. "I will never be as big as Biga Screamer or Mike Myers but I’m very happy with my small piece of the pie."

With Meadows’s collaboration with Lorne Michaels and SNL writers Andrew Steele and Dennis Miller, "Love is..." even funnier and more charismatic, said one source on SNL.

"The most intimidating thing for me was trying to make the character real," Meadows said. "[The writers] have to make a fine line between making the character too real and this character has a different comedic sensibility," Meadows said. "He’s a lot drier than Mary Catherine Gallagher [from "Superior!""]"

Though Meadows realized his dream years ago when he joined SNL, he now looks back on the past decade with a newfound sense of achievement, which he owes to his坚持 and commitment to comedy. "I wrote a movie, started in a movie and worked on a hit TV show. I’d like to think I’m directing, Meadows said. "I think I’m getting it. I like writing and I like performing and I think probably directing will be something I’d like to do in the future."

Consider "The Ladies Man" as Meadows’s homage to his years at SNL, and all the characters he’s impersonated, treasured and put to rest. "I’m going to see how it goes."

"My life has gone with the flow of my career. If people like The Michael Richards Show and I listen and Mark Meadows still wants me on the show, I will continue to do it," Meadows said.

"If not I will move on."

---

Warning: Green Day’s new album may surprise fans

Joseph Clevenger

(EDITORIAL) CLEVELAND, Ohio—Watch out everyone. Green Day is back in a big way with their latest album, "Warning." The Buzz
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Go-Go Comebacks

It’s attack of the 80s chic bands. Comeback albums are in the works for the Go-Go’s, Pat Benatar, The Bangles, and even Belinda Carlisle. Belinda Carlisle of the Go-go’s that would love to do it again. The Buzz
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"Like Water for Chocolate" by Erin Dickerson

"Like Water for Chocolate"
I get labeled for better or for worst, but I never let it in the way of my dreams
I look past all of the world's negative stereotypes, and past the fact that I am a woman.
A strong woman.
A woman of colour.
Not tan, nor red, but...
Ital.
Black
Black like the morning rain clouds that carry the existence of a hurricane.
Now what do you have to say?
Yes I am alone.
I left childhood when I was a growing woman myself.
But to loose her, to loose all self and soul.
I taught us all, by all myself.
A woman is not easy especially when you encounter it day in and day out.
But...

"Still I Rise", to meet my destiny
I bring ethnicity and dominance.

Promiscuity and devotion to an anger world of hungry ears around me.
My fame is in the cracks, where no one looks.
Leave the door ajar,
So one day You may see me for me.
See past all of the ignorance, educate yourself, for soul
From a distraught childhood to a manifested destiny,
But "Still I Rise".
I try to be a strong girl woman.
Yet soft by touch, do you see me?
You in the mirror know of my name,
The words that you have read of mine will change you forever.
Forever is a long time.
But the mind is made up of time, one of our best gifts.
It let grow.
From full and back you will go with me,
Listen to my story for the first time, once again.
Outspoken, myself?
Yes this is true, but let me as I speak and drivers down your spine will slide through

"Manicured" by anonymous

My skirt is so short that when I walk it makes attempts
at showing off more than I'm already choosing to do.
Tell me, how would you stay warm waltzing around
on street corners all night without a blanket?
I all know it, I need what I want.
I want what I want.
I typically Don't Get Either One
While drivers wrap my spine, I run my nails
over my parted lips: ten flawless glinting strawberry red nails.
My Grandmother used to tell me only
rich-girls possessed these fiery talons.
These defined promises of activities that would send souls straight to heaven.

The clicking of these perfect rose thorns on a corner top many an afternoon, enough to make a man's mouth water and a woman's mind flip over with revolution.
All the while, she still knows she's better.

I can, I can,
I know my Diamond Wings are flying here somewhere.
All I can grasp are my Ruby Daggers, decked in personalities flippides.

A midnight black family sedan creeps up, a panther stalking closer and closer, rolls down a window, asks me what I'll be doing.
I learn to look at you up, take me down.

Want to know how much, like I'm a doll he's buying for his daughter at Toy's.
My Father bought me dolls once, and I wonder.

how would this male feel if his baby girl had my juicy, blushing raspberry lips?

What if the scrambled sentences filled with sweeping while simultaneously sweeping
the tightening feeling of scratching per barn down any man's back?

Is or that the game they play, do they

I feel bad for Glenda, too old for this type of work... can't call cars the way
I'm sure she once could.
I take the few she manages to happen whenever I can; however I can.

I can, I can.
I know my Diamond Wings are flying here somewhere.
All I can grasp are my Ruby Daggers, decked in personalities flippides.

I need what I want.
I want what I want.
I typically Don't Get Either One.
BEARS MAUL BLUE JAYS

UC holds off Hopkins for 28-17 Homecoming victory

Erik Nelson
Grizzly Sports

This past Saturday, the Ursinus Bears Football Team (4-3,1-1) handed the Johns Hopkins Blue Jays(3-2, 2-1) their first loss in the conference by a 28-17 score. The Bears, with a capacity homecoming crowd at Paterson Field, got their third league win of the season, keeping alive their chances at a possible national playoff berth.

Today was the first game we really came together as a team, offensively total yards, 276 passing and 27 rushing, and defensively kept the ball. The Bears dominated all sides of the ball. Offensively, Ursinus racked up 387 total yards, 276 passing and 111 rushing. Overall, UC played a really good game and the Bears just could not match the size and strength of the girls from St. Joe’s. The rugby team was surprised at the strength of the girls from St. Joe’s. The team was grateful for all the fans and the girls were all prepared for their first loss in the conference by a 28-17 score. The Bears, with a capacity homecoming crowd at Paterson Field, got their third league win of the season, keeping alive their chances at a possible national playoff berth.

Today was the first game we really came together as a team, offensively total yards, 276 passing and 27 rushing, and defensively kept the ball. The Bears dominated all sides of the ball. Offensively, Ursinus racked up 387 total yards, 276 passing and 111 rushing. Overall, UC played a really good game and the Bears just could not match the size and strength of the girls from St. Joe’s. The rugby team was surprised at the size of the Bears. For being a first year team they showed great stature. I would rather lose a rugby game than be as large as they were, "Heather Lang stated.

The battle between the Bears and Hawks was a tough one and all girls have bruises to prove that this match was well fought. Over 70 percent of the team is first year players, so with a little more experience in the book they will be winning in no time. The Hawks dominated all sides of the ball. Offensively, UC played a really good game and the Bears just could not match the size and strength of the girls from St. Joe’s. The rugby team was surprised at the size of the Bears. For being a first year team they showed great stature. I would rather lose a rugby game than be as large as they were, "Heather Lang stated.
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**Binge drinking growing problem on college campuses**

Kate Collagnier  
Grady Staff Writer

Many people think that college is a four-year party, with a $30,000 cover charge. Except for college students spend an extra $3.5 billion dollars a year on alcohol. Binge drinking is the main reason that students drop out of college, according to several recent studies. By the time a student is over 21, alcohol use is no longer considered a choice among U.S. college students. The way in which a college student uses alcohol is the problem. With favorite classes being Partyting and Drinking 101, where one learns how to get a job, where to buy the cheapest beer and the care for women who have reported waking up in fist houses with no clothes on, finding themselves in the emergency room, or having been sexually assaulted with under the influence of this drug.

According to a University of Florida hangover, there is k o w n about how much is being in the process of binging. It is a type of drinking is when one consumes at least five drinks if you're a male and four drinks if you're a female, in one sitting. One drink is defined as a 12-ounce can of beer, a 1.5-ounce bottle or a wine glass, a 0.5-ounce shot of liquor, or half a cup of wine, or a shot of liquor, other drugs, may lead to respirational depression, abstinence, and even death. It can also lead to physical and mental dependency, which is noted to increase with both dosage and duration. 

Because the flunitrazepam can cause death and withdrawal symptoms, the drug has a series of withdrawal symptoms that include extreme anxiety, hallucinations, delirium, confusion, gastrointestinal distress, and urination restlessness. 

Although the desire to be rail-thin can have a negative impact on college campuses, it also affects the daily lives of the students who don't have the statistical data to show how much it affects their lives. The pressure to be perfect and the constant dieting and exercise regimens can all contribute to the problem. 

The pressure to maintain a healthy balance in their lives—like trying to make new friends and living away from home for the first time—as well as the availability of food from the dining halls can all contribute to the problem.
Matty earns McIntyre Award

Diane Johnson  
Grizzly Sports Editor

The Linda McIntyre Award is presented each year to a senior who demonstrates initiative in her education, professional preparation and in her attitude toward women's sports. The award was presented to senior Jaime Matty.

"Lately I've been busy with fall ball and have had some tough classes this semester. I'm excited to receive this award because my coach Coach D also received it during her time at Ursinus," Matty said.

In 1999, Matty led the team in assists with 25 and was honored mention to the all-conference team. She set a conference record for most assists in a season with 51.

Matty was also selected the number of assists in a game with 13.


The award is for someone who is selflessly dedicated to academics and women's sports and who finances her own education," Coach Carrie Reilly said "It's something completely different.
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Annual alumni lacrosse match ends in tie

Sue Patton
Greyscale Copy Editor

The third annual alumni lacrosse game was held this past Saturday on Homecoming weekend.

"It’s fun to have the alumni come back and if the current players can see the history of the program and talk to some players who went to the Final Four tournament," coach Carrie Reilly commented.

The team has never won the annual alumni game held on Homecoming for a few reasons. Most importantly, players have been held long enough for anyone to really get a feel for what their job is on the field. Also, full practices focus mostly on fundamentals, therefore no plays have been reviewed.

For the freshmen, it’s their first game-like experience with Ursinus. For the upperclassmen, it’s their first time playing without last season’s seniors. Lots of adjustments had to be made and it’s difficult to get all together in one game. "It was the best we’ve ever done against the alumni," sophomore defensive wing Leigh Maggi said. We have potential this year to have a successful season." This year’s game nearly broke that losing streak. Maggi had seemed very comfortable on the field and made some great connections. They put up a commendable fight against some very talented graduates. In fact, in some points in the game, the Bears were actually winning! In the very last minutes of the game, the Bears were up by one goal. The alumni answered that goal with one late goal of their own. It’s always a difficult task to see how well we did as a team early on," senior defender Devon Plam said.

The game was very friendly and very challenging. A picture was taken at the end to capture the many generations of Ursinus lacrosse players.

Volleyball stumps the Sciences; Drops two CC matches

Dana DeFelice
Greyscale Sports

The Ursinus Women’s volleyball team started out the week on a high note. On Wednesday the Bears swept the floor up. Not with mops, rather with their opponents - University of the Sciences. Despite the short power outage from the storm, the team managed to beat USci 3 games to 0. Senior Nikki DiMaso recorded nine kills and freshmen Marie DeFelicantion added eight kills to help the Bears win.

Other highlights include Laura Dougherty with 16 assists, Nicole Debus with 10 digs and Ali Watts with seven kills on seven attempts. "The win against USci was great! It was one of those games where everyone was having fun," Debus said.

Over the homecoming weekend, the Bears faced off against CC rivals Gettysburg and Dickinson in a tri-match. The team took two tough losses in Conceptual play. "Struggles are consistency. We know we have the potential to do well in the CC, but we are lacking some ingredient," coach Lisa Cornish said. "We need to finish." Both matches were relatively close but the Bears came out on the losing end of each, 0-3 games to 3.

This weekend didn’t help our chances for being in the top 4 of the Consortium Conference, but if we play the rest of the season like we know that we can we still have a chance," senior Jody Smith said.

After this week’s play the women’s volleyball team dropped to 9-12 overall and 1-3 in Conference play.

Predictions for the upcoming week: This week should be good to the team they take on Rosemont on Monday at 7 and travel to Bryn Mawr on Wednesday.

"We should be able to walk away from this week with 2 solid wins under our belt. Hopefully that will boost moral a bit," Assistant coach Dana Delise Bone said.

UC Athletes Of The Week

Marie DeFelicitonio, ’04
Volleyball

Highlight This Week: Marie helped the Bears improve their record with 8 kills over the University of the Sciences. Athletic Accomplishments: Named to CC Honor Roll of the week this season.

Coach Lisa Cornish says, “She adds strength to our hitting and she is a strong server. The team doesn’t consider her as a freshman. We have moved her from many different positions and she works hard to learn that new position.”

Brian DeGioioto, ’03
Football

Highlight This Week: Named MVP of Homecoming game Athletic Accomplishments: • 2000 Homecoming game MVP

Junior captain Paul Graham says, “Brian comes to play every Saturday. He really stepped up this weekend against Hopkins with the loss of Sherrod.”

Activities at UC: • OTD intramural basketball • Pres. of Joe Cool’s fan club Favorite Class at Ursinus: EcIa 100 with Dr. Mclean After Ursinus, I see myself... “Coaching under great Gus Magun in the NFL.”

Nickname: None
Major/Minor: Undecided
Volleyball

Favorit Class at Ursinus: Philosophy 101 with Mr. Gilden

compiled by Diane Johnson